Barbering Supplies
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All Students must have the following Items for Class
-a barbering cape
-taper combs
-hair brush
-neck strips (pack)
-Talc Powder (clubman brand)
-clipper spray (ex. Andis Cool Care plus) it’s a coolant, disinfectant,
cleaner rust preventative all in one
- white and black out line pencil
-face and neck duster
- Andis Masters, its chrome, should run you about $90
-Andis Master Dual Magnet Small 5-Comb Set (purple) (make sure you
get the one with 2 magnets)
-Andis Outliner 2 trimmer (grey, should cost about $50
-Barber Jacket
- alcohol, seabreeze or witch hazel
-Barbering mirror
-small clipper brush (could be a tooth brush)
-2- Styrofoam Mannequin Heads
-Hair sheen
-hair tonic
-cape clips
-scissors
-barbering bag and case
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2nd Semester Supplies
Peace Fam, It won't be long before we start our new barbering
sessions. this session we want you to add two more clippers to your
supplies, one is an adjustable clipper and the other is a new shape up
clipper. I have given suggestions and links below
Im gonna list some other adjustable clippers you can choose from, their
are many different clippers to choose from so if you want to go with a
more expensive one's feel free to do, just be sure they are
professional
#1 Recommended- Magic clips
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00UK8WFQO/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_apa_i_
WS6hEb4FZ1D79

other clippers
https://www.amazon.com/Wahl-Clipper-Super-TaperCrded/dp/B001D2CSYU/ref=sr_1_3_a_it?ie=UTF8&qid=1497808447&sr
=8-3&keywords=wahl+super+taper
https://www.amazon.com/Wahl-Professional-Senior-Clipper8500/dp/B000HA8M4E/ref=sr_1_1_a_it?ie=UTF8&qid=1497810098&sr
=8-1&keywords=wahl+senior+clipper
Wahl cl
Shape up clipper
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https://www.amazon.com/Andis-PivotPro-Outlining-Trimmer23475/dp/B000EVIVFQ/ref=sr_1_2_a_it?ie=UTF8&qid=1497810187&sr
=8-2&keywords=andis+pivot+pro
Here is a super combo deal if you want to save money, i dont normally
like this set because the clippers get hot fast but since you all already
have masters you should be fine, its a cheap set but it is professional
https://www.amazon.com/Andis-Professional-PivotPro-SpeedMaster23965/dp/B000BCZ8JU/ref=sr_1_3_a_it?ie=UTF8&qid=1497810187&sr
=8-3&keywords=andis+pivot+pro
Razor
https://www.amazon.com/THROAT-SHAVETTE-STRAIGHT-RASOIRBLADES/dp/B01AXBJ99S/ref=sr_1_2_a_it?ie=UTF8&qid=1497810620&s
r=8-2&keywords=barbering+razora
If you want to get super extra fantasy, get this motor driven clippers,
these are not required for our course but a must have for any barber,
https://www.amazon.com/Andis-Professional-2-Speed-Detachable22315/dp/B000BBF4L8/ref=sr_1_1_a_it?ie=UTF8&qid=1497810786&sr
=8-1&keywords=excel+clippers
Screwdriver set
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